
Most homes these days have plastic grates
incorporated into the ORG.  Metal grates were
always used on older style homes.  
However, it is important to make sure grates whether
the contemporary plastic or older style metal type,
can easily pop out.

That is because raw sewage contains toilet paper
that’s more likely to block the ORG than pass
through the grate.  
So if grates are jammed in tightly and unable to pop
out under minimal pressure, sewage will probably
bank up and then there is a very real risk of sewage
emerging inside your home.

Be aware, the grate on top of any ORG is there to
prevent objects from falling into the sewer, not to
prevent material from flowing from it.

Look after your ORG,
know where it is 
and understand its
purpose.
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For further information:

The trend in recent years has been to incorporate
Overflow Relief Gulleys into paved areas.  
This should only ever be done with the express
approval of East Gippsland Water.  In the case of
such ORGs it’s important that the grate or grille be
lightweight.

Remember, ORGs must be lower than the floor level
of buildings they serve.  Some premises have more
than one ORG.



Yes, we know ORGs are not the most visually attractive
features around, but don’t be tempted to conceal any
ORG by placing a pot plant or garden ornament on top of
it, and make sure the metal or plastic grille is relatively
loose.

The ORG should be slightly raised above its immediate
surroundings without anything else allowed to encroach on
its operation.  It’s there for a very important purpose and
you never know when it might be needed.

There have been many instances of home-owners and
garden lovers building garden beds totally covering ORGs,
and plenty of instances too where heavy items like bricks,
rocks and so on were stacked on top.  In another instance
an incinerator was built over an ORG, rendering it totally
ineffective.

Sewer blockages occur for several reasons, but most often
when pipes are invaded by tree roots.  Sewers also block
when inappropriate items are flushed down the toilet, or
when fatty substances drained through the kitchen sink,
build up.

When a blockage happens, a bank-up of sewage (usually
under increasing pressure) occurs.  Because of the
potential for sewer gases  (usually under pressure), for
safety reasons and to safeguard against serious damage to
the system, all premises must have properly functioning
ORGs.

To offer effective protection, any ORG must be positioned
at a level lower than the floor level of the premises it
serves, which means that if an overflow through the ORG
occurs, the overflow will be outside the building, not inside.

If an ORG is blocked or obstructed, sewage can bank up
in the blocked sewer line until eventually (under pressure) it
emerges through the next available outlet, invariably a
shower drain or similar outlet inside your home.
The message to all property owners should be clear, check
to make sure your home or premises have an ORG clear of
all obstructions.
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Because sewers are out of sight, out of mind, it’s easy to
forget them until something goes horribly wrong.

And if you don’t look after your Overflow Relief Gulley, you
really do invite disaster.  You see, the Overflow Relief Gulley,
or ORG, also commonly called a gulley trap, was installed
for an important reason.

Your ORG is really an advance warning system as well as
the escape route for sewage overflow if the sewer
becomes blocked.

The idea of raw sewage oozing into your home through the
shower drain or similar outlet is repugnant, but it can and
does happen if ORGs become obstructed.

Check your ORG now➜

Look after your Overflow
Relief Gulley (ORG) - 
it’s in your best interest
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